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“Leaders have a crucial 
role in shaping their 
organisational culture so 
that people are prepared to 
identify and take action on 
opportunities.“

~Professor Jeanne Liedtka
DARREN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
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A Prepared Mindset

Leaders have a key role in fostering ‘prepared mindsets’ throughout the organisation. 

The three key components of a prepared mind are:

A learning mindset (as opposed to a fixed mindset)

A broad repertoire (as opposed to a narrow repertoire)

Customer empathy (as opposed to customer data)

Design thinking is an innovation methodology  that is capable of producing new and better 
ways of creatively solving a host of organisational and industry challenges and identifying 
and leveraging opportunities. Design thinking is distinguished by the following key 
attributes:

• It emphasises the importance of discovery in advance of solution generation using 
market research approaches that are empathetic and user driven

• It expands the boundaries of both our problem definitions and our solutions
• It is enthusiastic about engaging partners in co-creation
• It is committed to conducting real-world experiments rather than just running analyses 

using historical data

Design Thinking
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Management is fundamentally antithetical to leadership. This leads to a conundrum in many 
organisations. Leadership is to management, what snowboarding is to skiing; what jazz is to 
classical orchestration; what Zara is to Sears; and what Netflix was to Blockbuster. Where 
management wants to control, streamline and create repeatable, consistent outcomes, 
great leadership seeks to spawn, disrupt and provoke unpredictable growth that we may 
never before have seen. Leadership can be unwieldy.

Therefore, it is helpful to access tools and lenses that help us navigate unpredictable 
terrain when attempting to lead with excellence. Design thinking is one of those lenses. It is 
a problem solving method borrowed from design and applied to the design of the intangible: 
to services, processes and experiences. When used as the lens for leadership, cool things 
can happen.

Design thinking in a leadership context occurs from the inside-out, on three levels: on the 
personal, in facilitating teams, and when connecting to clients. 

Start With People First.... One of the first principles of design thinking is to have an 
empathetic stance, to pose the question “What problem am I solving for my user?” Being 
hyper-human centered actually can drive efficiencies, productivity and profitability - 
because we are then focused on the fact that we are in business because of the people who 
buy our products and services.

The Worm’s Eye View, Rules... Getting out of the 4 walls of your office building, or whiteboard 
room (where you can get stuck with the Bird’s Eye View), and out on to the street--the 
Worm’s Eye View- where your customers live, move, think and make decisions is critical. 
The Estonian branding firm Brand Manual leads with this principle, and therefore unearths 
great insights for its clients. Using the Worm’s Eye View also means that qualitative research 
methods and ethnography become more utilized in market research. Failure IS An Option. 
Uh-Oh. This is a big culture shift in any organization. Leaders cannot just say “It’s ok if you 
fail, you won’t get fired!” They have to build in incentives to fail and show through their 
own example that they are granting permission for employees to fail. Just think, we would 
never have the ubiquitous Post It note had it not been for failure! Companies such as Velvet 
Creative Alliance, a strategic design firm, and The Ritz Carlton have successfully created 
organizational culture shifts because they have designed structures that incentivize 
employees to share and learn from failures.

How to Lead with Design Thinking

Design Thinking

7 principles to keep in mind when  
leading with the design thinking lens
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Story Is A Strategic Tool... It is no accident that the most innovative companies today also 
have short 3-minute films posted on YouTube that have gone viral- i.e. in excess of 65 million 
views in some cases. These short stories never once advertise the company’s product or 
service- but instead promote the meta-values that speak meaningfully to us. Think of Dove’s 
Real Beauty Sketches, Chipotle’s “Back to the Start” for which it won a Cannes Film Festival 
Award, and Taiwan Bank’s “Dream Rangers”.

Problem Framing Is The Priority... It is wonderful to begin encouraging yourself and your 
teams to focus on problem solving versus a solutions-focused approach.

However, the majority of your time should be spent focused on framing the problem. That 
is, did you even ask the right question? Before you spend millions of dollars on a new 
product launch, make certain that you and your teams have done thorough due diligence in 
determining what the real question is, mapped back to the needs of the people to whom you 
are selling. For example, a company like Gillette has done well to ask, “Why do men shave?” 
instead of “How do we sell more razors?” These are two totally different questions, yielding 
different insights!

Brilliance Comes From The Margins... This point speaks to the value of encouraging emergent 
leadership, and calling upon the under-tapped competencies of those on the front line in 
sales or in supporting roles. This could lead to a shift away from hierarchies to holacracies, 
which is a shift Zappos has made. Design thinking has the capacity to democratize 
leadership.

Prototype & Experiment... Designers are excellent at embracing the rough draft, the ugly 
mock up held together with duct tape, and using those models to get reactions and new 
questions from potential users and customers. Similarly, we can prototype services, 
experiences and processes; a pop-up shop is one way to do this and there are examples 
in finance (PNC Bank) and in healthcare (Independence Blue Cross’ Independence Express 
Truck). Using the language of  ‘experiment’ and ‘prototype’ gives us permission that our idea 
might fail, not work out - and that is ok, because we can always learn from experimentation.

Following these seven principles of design thinking can help you lead in meaningful ways.

BY NATALIE NIXON 

Director of the Strategic Design MBA at Philadelphia University and Principal of Figure 8 
Thinking PUBLISHED IN INC.COM ON: FEB 12, 2015

How to Lead with Design Thinking

Design Thinking
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Customer focused innovation is customer focused creative  
and critical action that produces a service or product innovation

Key Benefits of Customer Focused Innovation
• Well designed and relevant services and products
• An overall quick services/product development time due to less work
• Increased confidence in solutions and a decrease in the risk of projects
• Engaged and motivated teams

• A better understanding of our customer needs and customer empathy

Points to Consider 
• Clear Intent: provides focus and direction gaining a deep understanding of the situation 

to form a compelling argument
• An outside in approach: working with complexity from a customer’s perspective. 

Understanding the human needs and designing for communities of people
• Human-centered design: Empathy for the person or people you are designing for, and 

feedback from users, is fundamental to good design.
• Experimentation and prototyping: Prototyping is not simply a way to validate your idea; it 

is an integral part of your innovation process. We build to think and learn. 
• Conversation and collaboration: Working with interdisciplinary teams to harness a range 

of ideas, insights, and innovative thinking. Involve a cross-section of staff and users 
as this will draw on a variety of perspectives to inform finding solutions for complex 
problems.

• A bias towards action: Design thinking is as much about doing as thinking. Bias toward 
doing and making over thinking and meeting. 

• Show don’t tell: Creating experiences, using illustrative visuals, and telling good stories 
communicate your vision in an impactful and meaningful way. 

• Power of iteration: The reason we go through this exercise at a frantic pace is that we 
want people to experience a full design cycle. A person’s fluency with innovation and 
design thinking is a function of cycles, so we challenge participants to go through as 
many cycles as possible—interview twice, sketch twice, and test with your partner 
twice. Additionally, iterating solutions many times within a project is key to successful 
outcomes.

• Recognise constraints: work to identify the givens and the assumptions and aim to 
minimise costs.

How to Lead with Design Thinking

Design Thinking
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Adapted from Stanford D.School

Empathise Define Ideate Prototype Test

Empathise: A Robust immersion phase whereby we empathise with our 
customer. We observe, engage and immerse ourselves into our user’s 
experience to gain profound insights to the opportunity/problem. 

Define: We unpack and synthesis our empathy findings into compelling needs 
and insights and scope a specific and meaningful challenge. 

Ideate: We aim to generate radical design alternatives. Mentally, it represents 
a process of “going wide” in terms of concepts and outcomes. It is a divergent 
process. 

Prototype: Getting the ideas and explorations out of our head and into the 
physical world. It is done via a series of iterations that focus on critical paths of 
the ideation. 

Test: Testing enables us to get feedback on solution, refine solutions to make 
them better and continue to learn about our users. This is an iterative mode of 
launching and tracking our innovation. 

Design Thinking


